Smart Wireless Power Drives Automotive Safety, Comfort, and Innovation

The automotive industry is ready to take advantage of all the benefits of wireless power, from powering smart mirrors and sensors to enabling real-time communication with important maintenance and safety alerts.

Consider some of the ways wireless power is making smarter vehicles possible:

- Automatic consumer comfort settings
- Smart mirrors; sensors under the hood and throughout the car
- Multiple small devices charging in the cabin

Cota is wireless power that will transform vehicle design and the driving experience.

License Cota Technology

Licensing provides vehicle manufacturers freedom to design and innovate vehicle features while allowing Ossia to focus on technology innovations and licensee support.

Ossia does not manufacture any products that can be directly sold or resold through distributors.

Cota Wireless Power:

A 4-time CES Innovation Award Winner in 2016, 2017, 2018, and 2019!

Get the global standard in wireless power: Cota.
**Consumer Comfort, Safety, and Data**

Top Benefits of Wireless Power for Automotive

Smart vehicles need reliable, continuous energy throughout hundreds of components.

Real wireless power delivers energy without cords, without charging mats, and without bulky batteries. It not only keeps travelers’ devices charged, but also keeps travelers safe, comfortable, and informed.

- Automatically charge key fobs and multiple personal devices simultaneously
- Deliver dependable, continuous power to sensors for temperature, air pressure, fluid levels, and more
- Access real-time data on automotive maintenance and repair needs and deliver alerts
- Analyze and identify usage and improve designs
- Give buyers with Cota-powered mobile devices another reason to purchase

---

**Deliver Auto Features that Tomorrow’s Buyers Expect**

Cota Wireless Power Technology

Smart wireless power offers vehicle designers a streamlined way to develop multiple safety, comfort, and data features that automatically charge dependably and safely. The [Cota Wireless Power Global Standard](#) enables an ecosystem of suppliers.

**Cota is:**

- Wireless power without cables, plugs, or charging mats
- Power delivered safely over air at a distance, while in motion
- A two-way communication tool that can be managed and secured over the cloud

Cota wireless power technology is ready to be integrated into your vehicles today.

---

Rethink the whole driving experience with Cota®.

Receive power over distance, in motion, without line of sight.